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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Key Findings

80% of those tested were
enthusiastic about the
concept
After conducting remote and in-lab testing in which users were
given 5 tasks to complete the 90% of them were able to
accomplish them with little or no help.
However, further investigating and interviews revealed 3 major
pain points:
• The homepage does not make clear that the site can be used
to list available parking spots

“I’ve never reserved a spot
like this on-line before, but it

• Sign-in is required before a user can investigate if the site is
something they would like to use
• Common questions regarding the basics of how transactions
work are only answered in the FAQ

does seem intuitive”
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PARKPOOLR MISSION

Opportunity

To implement a shared economy-based website

ParkPoolr would like to ﬁne-tune

application that aims to connect homeowner and

their website functionality ahead

business owners near local event venues, who

of Launching an iOS app. The

have extra parking, with drivers who are seeking

mobile application’s release will

to parking near those venues.

be timed to capitalize on the
beginning of the Minnesota

Thus facilitating a mutually beneﬁcial

United upcoming season at

interaction in which parkers are able to park with

Allianz Field. The Loons are

greater convenience, while saving money, and

coming oﬀ the back of an

those will unused parking will be able to make

extremely successful season last

some extra.

season.
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METHODOLOGY

Severity Scale

• Performed a usability review
of the current ParkPoolr
using Scheiderman’s Eight
Golden Rules as evaluation
criteria
• Conducted both remote and
in-lab user research to
measure how well site is
reaching evaluation goals
• Synthesized ﬁndings into an
aﬃnity diagram to gain insights
regarding well site is serving its
two types of users
• Documented ﬁndings and
recommendations of how
ParkPoolR could better meet
site goals

Signiﬁcant
Problem

Minor
Issue

Positive
Attribute
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HEURISTIC CRITERIA
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EVALUATION GOALS
 • Investigate whether site hierarchy
matches user expectations.

Site Goals

Connect homeowners and
businesses near event venues

• Gain insight into user expectations at
various stages of the primary tasks
that pertain to ﬁnding or listing
parking spots.

with unused parking spots to

 • Identify user pain points that might
be adversely aﬀecting retention
rates.

Expand the availability of

those looking for parking
options

parking options near special
events venues
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USABILITY EVALUATION
REMOTE TESTING: 8 remote users
were tested in 30-minute sessions.
Audio, video and screen recordings were
collected as they performed the ﬁve
testing tasks.
During and afterwards they were
interviewed about their impressions and
opinions of using ParkPoolR.com.

KEY STATS

• 12 test subjects who have experience
going to local events and using
“shared economy” apps, such as
airbnb or VBRO, were recruited
• 8 were tested in remote sessions
• 2 were tested in person

IN-LAB TESTING: 2 users were brought
to the facilities at Fathom Consulting for
20-minute sessions. Audio, video and
screen recordings were collected as
they performed the ﬁve testing tasks.
During and afterwards they too were
interviewed about their impressions and
opinions of using ParkPoolR.com.

TESTING TASKS:
- create an account

- add a vehicle

- ﬁnd a spot

- book a spot

- list a spot
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FINDINGS
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BOOKING UNDERSTOOD
Homepage

Data & Quotes

Positive
Attribute

80% of users were able to
CONSISTENCY

identify that the site offered
parking at event venues
after viewing the homepage

INSIGHT: A clean layout and clear calls to action helped make it
clear to users that ParkPoolr was a service that helped people
going to events book parking ahead of time.

RECOMMENDATION: A hero image featuring people and parked
cars would help to tell a story and drive the point home for users.
More homepage info about pricing and availability would increase
their understanding of exactly what was being oﬀered.

“This would be pretty nice!”
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LISTING NOT NOTICED
Homepage

Data & Quotes

Signiﬁcant
Problem

9 out of 10 of those testing
CONSISTENCY

did not grasp that the site
allowed home and business

INSIGHT: The “List Parking” item in the top navigation and the
phrase “connects people with extra parking” are the only vague
clues as to ParkPoolr dual oﬀerings.

owners to list their spots
until it was explained to them

RECOMMENDATION: An image, description, and button for
listing a spot, as it is for booking, should be used to create a clear
call to action for listing parking spots.

“It feels very consumer”
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INCONSISTENT NAVIGATION
Top-menu on all pages

Data & Quotes

Minor Issue

INFORMATIVE
FEEDBACK
ERROR
HANDLING

The majority of those who
struggled with task
completion did so because
they were unclear what page

INSIGHT: Inconsistent navigation elements from page to page
that oﬀer no indication what page the user is on make it diﬃcult
for users who make missteps to get to the page they intended

RECOMMENDATION: Implement consistent navigation across
all pages that indicated what page is currently loaded. Make it so
clicking the logo in the upper right corner ALWAYS returns the
user to the homepage.

they were on or how to get
back on track

“Where am I?”
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BETTER MENU HIERARCHY
Top-menu and footer on all pages

Data & Quotes

Minor Issue

3 out of 10 users mentioned
SHORT-TERM
MEMORY LOAD

that the information in the “in
the news” and “about”

INSIGHT: Users expressed the sentiment that menu items
placements to not match their relative importance.
RECOMMENDATION: Because the FAQ contains vital information that is not found anywhere else it should be moved to the
header. The “Home” section is unnecessary. “In the news” and
“about” should be relegated to the footer. The social media icons
and email sign-up do not belong mid-page and should be moved
to the footer. Email sign-up is best promoted with a pop-up modal.
NEW
HEADER

NEW
FOOTER

sections did not seem worthy
of being at he top of the page

“The FAQ has so much
important info, but it is just
small and at the bottom”
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DON’T REQUIRE SIGN IN FIRST
Booking Spot Task

Signiﬁcant
Problem

Data & Quotes

4 out of 10 expressed

CONSISTENCY

frustration at having to sign

USER CONTROL

in before seeing what spots
were available and what they
cost. This could be a serious

INSIGHT: The majority of websites let you see the value of their
product of service before you sign up. Users were frustrated at
having to register without knowing if ParkPoolr was even a service
they were interested in.
RECOMMENDATION: Allow users to browse available spots and
see pricing information before they create an account. Then
require sign-up only after they initiate the process of booking or
listing a parking spot.

barrier to adoption and
retention.

“How do I know if I even
want to sign up?”
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HIGH TASK COMPLETION
Booking and Listing Tasks

Data & Quotes

Positive
Attribute

USER CONTROL
YIELD CLOSURE

90% of users were to
complete both the booking a
spot and listing a spot tasks
with little or no help

INSIGHT: Fairly standard forms with a red underline for ﬁeld that
had not been ﬁlled out correctly helped users input information
correctly.

RECOMMENDATION: The majority of users said that they would
expect to get an email conﬁrmation after booking a spot or having
someone book a spot they a had listed. Relevant logistical details
for bookers, and user info of people who had booked for listers.

“It does seem intuitive”
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DON’T RELY ON THE FAQ
Booking and Listing Tasks

Data & Quotes

Signiﬁcant
Problem

5 of 6 of users who said they
SHORT-TERM
MEMORY LOAD

were lacking conﬁdence in
the task they had just
completed mentioned

INSIGHT: Many pieces of critical information regarding the fee
structure and how long people can park in a spot for are ONLY
answered in the FAQ.

RECOMMENDATION: Important information such as this should
be explained during the course of booking or listing a parking
spot. The FAQ should be relied on only for non-typical questions
and fringe cases.

confusion about the
transaction or future logistics

“This page needs
explanations”
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MAKE FORMS CLEARER
Sign-up, booking and listing forms

Data & Quotes

Minor Issue

80% of users who needed help
CONSISTENCY
ERROR
HANDLING

completing tasks got stuck
when attempting to ﬁll out a
forum

INSIGHT: Many text entries are inﬂexible. For example, prices
cannot include dollar signs and must be rounded to the nearest
dollar. The labels for these ﬁelds are very small, and have low
contrast, and only appear when you select a ﬁeld.

RECOMMENDATION: Make text inputs more ﬂexible. Include
larger, clearer labels that are always present. Replace underlines
with boxes surrounded with an outline.

“Lacking standard user
interface”
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CONCLUSION
Although users evaluating ParkPoolr were
largely successful at being able to accomplish
the ﬁve testing tasks, 3 major issues stand out.

Risks Posed

Difﬁculties and confusion
caused by these problems

• The homepage does not make clear that the
site can be used to list available parking
spots
• Sign-in is required before a user can
investigate if the site is something they
would like to use
• Common questions regarding the basics of
how transactions work are only answered in
the FAQ

adversely effect learn-ability
and ease of use

Cumulatively these problems
could have a negative impact
on adoption and retention
rates
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